


At the heart of Warsaw

More than 160 years since its 19th century heyday, Raffles Europejski Warsaw 
takes its place once again at the heart of Poland’s proud capital city. It’s a hotel 
full of stories. A building with soul. A place that has stayed in hearts and 
memories, even as the shape and fortunes of the city around it have changed. 

The feeling is welcoming and intimate – a real home from home. Service is 
personal and thoughtful, with care in every detail. Here every guest feels 

understood, valued and connected, both to the hotel and the city. References 
to Warsaw echo throughout the interior, celebrating the building, its history 
and its place in the world. 

Here the artistic identity of Poland is reflected and championed; the traditions 
of the past are reinvented in the spirit of understated modern luxury. Here is the 
restoration of a cherished icon, a place where stories – both old and new – are told.



Sitting proudly on Warsaw’s Royal Route, 
Raffles Europejski Warsaw reflects the 
true spirit of Poland. The neo-renaissance 
palace was built by Enrico Marconi  
in 1857 and quickly became the city’s 
creative heart, filled with writers, poets 
and artists, resonating with the glamour 
of the period.

With its own historian, plus history and art  
tours, the hotel is the perfect place to explore  
the many stories of that time. Today, our vision  
is to celebrate and recreate that charismatic era. 
The lovingly restored and reinvented hotel has 
stunning contemporary interiors, courtesy of  
the acclaimed Boris Kudlicka of WWAA.  
As befits its creative heritage, it also acts as a 
showcase for the best of modern Polish art. 
From weddings in the ballroom to sumptuous 
afternoon tea in the lobby, romance returns  
to Poland’s capital city.

Rooms and Suites
Bespoke furniture, carefully curated art  
from the Hotel Europejski collection and 
sophisticated bathrooms etched with  
the Warsaw skyline make each room an  
oasis of luxury. 

The Raffles Suite, a magnificent 228 square 
metres, blends film-set glamour with turn  
of the century elegance and 21st century 
luxury. The famous Raffles butler service – 
personalised, discreet, intuitive – enhances 
every stay.

• 28 Deluxe Rooms
• 40 Raffles Rooms
• 24 Premier Suites 
• 1 Superior Grand Suite
• 5 Grand Suites
• 4 Heritage Suites
• 2 Signature Suites
• 1 Raffles Suite
• 1 Presidential Suite

Restaurants and Bars
From tempting breakfast displays to modern 
classics, long cocktails to finely curated 
vodkas and whiskies, the restaurant and 
bar of Raffles Europejski Warsaw are the 
perfect place to experience the vibrant 
flavours of the region. 

Europejski Grill
Designed by Lazaro Rosa Violan, the signature 
restaurant of the hotel with its own terrace spills 
out onto the magnificent Pilsudski Square,  
and features modern Polish and international 
classics, expertly made using the best local 
ingredients. Inside, bold blues and whites 
reference typical Polish pottery. At breakfast, 
the freshest fruit, bakery and charcuterie are 
complemented by hot a la carte dishesand the 
evening menu features modern interpretations 
of the classics.

Long Bar 
A Raffles icon, legendary bar brings together 
the best of the world’s cocktails to Warsaw, 
including the signature Singapore Sling.  
The Asian influence continues with light, 
fragrant, authentic dishes and canapés  
from the orient.

Humidor
Where cigar lovers and connoisseurs of single 
malts, Cognac and Armagnac gather. Leather 
sofas and dim lighting illuminating a natural 
whitened oak floor provides the perfect ambience.

Pavilion
The hotel centres around the beautifully 
designed patio and Pavilion, a stunning space 
that offers an additional venue for events.

Lourse Warszawa
The original Europejski Pâtisserie was  
famous throughout the city. Today’s Patisserie, 
an essay in white ivory and brass, celebrates 
that century-old heritage by continuing to serve 
the best cakes and pastries in Warsaw.



Facilities
For every stay, we help you make the 
most of what Raffles and Warsaw have  
to offer. 

Enjoy a glimpse into the Europejski’s 
fascinating past with history and art tours;  
or explore the luxury retail arcades adjacent  
to the hotel, with its chic boutiques and lower 
floor delicatessen. For a grand wedding or 
event, the ballroom will create an atmosphere 
like no other, while the beautiful Pavilion and 
patio spaces are perfect for both formal and 
informal events.

• Personalised 24 hour Butler Service 
•  Limousine Service
• Art Tours
• Stunning Event Space
• Perfect Wedding Venue
• Raffles Spa

Location
Poland’s capital City, Warsaw is unique. 
With its diverse architecture, from restored 
Gothic to contemporary glass and steel, 
the vibrant and multi faceted city reflects  
its rich, tumultuous past and strong spirit. 

Each neighbourhood has its own fascinating 
character, interspersed throughout with 
museums to tell the city’s story. 

Raffles Europejski Warsaw sits in the heart  
of it all, on the Royal Route, neighbouring the 
cobbled streets of the Old Town. 

Steps away from the 19th century Polish 
National Opera House and with views onto  
the magnificent Presidential Palace, Raffles 
Europejski Warsaw is the perfect place from 
which to explore this diverse, vibrant city.

Raffles Spa
A revitalising oasis in the centre of Warsaw, 
Raffles Spa features exclusive rejuvenating 
treatments, inspired by Asian, Middle 
Eastern and European traditions. 

With six soothing treatment rooms and the state 
of art upstream indoor pool, the Spa is a haven 
of tranquillity and well-being. A luxury VIP suite 
offers treatments for couples who want to share 
a unique experience of relaxation together. 

• 5 Private Treatment Rooms 
• 1 VIP Couples Private Treatment Room 
• Indoor Pool 
• Sauna & Steam Room 

Meetings and Events
Accessed through our elegant reception,  
the grand ballroom and meeting rooms 
are the perfect spaces for great minds to 
come together and be inspired. 

For social gatherings, from weddings to 
intimate events, the ballroom creates a stunning 
backdrop, putting Raffles Europejski Warsaw, 
once more at the centre of Poland’s social scene.

Meeting Room Size m2 Capacity

Europejski Ballroom 330 50–250

Europejski Ballroom 1 115 30–120

Europejski Ballroom 2 125 30–120

Europejski Ballroom 1+2 240 50–240

Blue + White / White + Red 59 18–60

Blue / White / Red 31 / 28 / 31 9–30

Three Colours Room 92 30–90



GDS code: YR

RESERVATIONS

U.S. and Canada Access (Toll Free) 
+1 800 768 9009

International Access (Toll Free) 
+800 1 RAFFLES +800 1 7233537 

+Prefix with your international access code

Other Access 
+1 506 870 6794 (not Toll Free)

GLOBAL SALES ORGANISATION  
– INSIDE SALES

MEETING PLANNER

 US and Canada Access (Toll Free) 
+1 866 662 6060

 International Offices Access (not Toll Free) 
Asia Office +65 6496 1256 

Europe Office +41 44 317 6200 
Middle East Office +971 4 437 7474 

North America Office +1 506 877 3162

RAFFLES EUROPEJSKI WARSAW

ul.Krakowskie Przedmieście 13
00-071 Warsaw, Poland
Tel:  +48 22 255 95 00
Fax:  +48 22 255 95 01

Email: warsaw@raffles.com
raffles.com/warsaw

        


